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Now in its Fifth Edition, Clinical Epidemiology:Â The Essentials is a comprehensive, concise, and

clinically oriented introduction to the subject of epidemiology. Written by expert educators, this text

introduces students to the principles of evidence-based medicine that will help them develop and

apply methods of clinical observation in order to form accurate conclusions. The Fifth Edition

includes more complete coverage of systematic reviews and knowledge management, as well as

other key topics such as abnormality, diagnosis, frequency and risk, prognosis, treatment,

prevention, chance, studying cases and cause.
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This is a great book for those interested in clinical epidemiology. It is very practical and contains lots

of examples. At the end of each chapter, there are review/study questions. The book also has an

access code which gives the buyer access to numerous questions for about 2 years. However,

some of the questions in the book do not have the correct answer and there are many unclear

review questions.I wish the authors included more information on mortality and morbidity. It is

certainly an improvement over the 4th edition.Worth reading it!

This is a very useful short guide to the subject with excellent illustrations and examples. The authors

are clearly good at teaching and know a great deal about evidence based medicine and

epidemiology which is a very important part of medicine. My only criticism is that they don't mention



David Eddy who is the father of evidence based medicine. Otherwise it is a great short book. Other

good books on health care can be found here:mwir-improvinghealth.blogspot.com/Midwest

Independent Research

For someone who knows nothing about epidemiology and is taking a class on it duri second year of

medical school this book is helping me so much to understand basic epidemiological concepts.

Tons of examples and calculations done to explain stuff. Everything is narratived that even a 12

year old can understand. Thank you for saving my rear : )

concise, precise text ,good source for researchers to help choose the proper research methodology

to achieve scientific studies, I recommend it to all in the field of medical research

Great reference to guide and understand clinical journals and to refresh on fundamentals. Good for

use in journal clubs as well!

Excellent basic epi book for introductory level class. Used it in a class as part of masters in clinical

research.

Small book and easy to read! I haven't had any problems with the text so far. Lay out is easy to

read.

THe book is easy to read and I love my kindle, saves me from carrying around books all the time.

Great book.
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